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Day Date Opponent Location Time 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 10 UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS USO 7:30 pm 
i Saturday, Sept . 17 Claremont-McKenna College CMG 1:30 pm 
I Saturday, Sept. 24 Pomona-Pitzer College Pomona 7:30 pm SATURDAY, OCT. 1 OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE USO 7:30 pm 
I Saturday, Oct. 8 Whittier College Whittier 7:30 pm SATURDAY, OCT. 15 UNIVERSITY OF LAVERNE USO 7:30 pm Saturday, Oct. 22 CAL STATE U. HAYWARD USO 1:00 pm « 




HEAD COACH BRIAN FOGARTY 
The 1983 USO Torero football program will be under the 
direction of new head coach Brian Fogarty. Brian comes to us 
from St. Francis High School in La Canada, California where 
he was head football coach for four years and an assistant 
coach for nine years prior. 
In his 13 years at St. Francis he missed the playoffs only 
once. As Head Coach, his record was 28-18-2 and his teams 
made the playoffs all four years in the Big 5 Conference and 
reached the semi-finals twice. This past year his team won the 
prestigious Del Rey League Championship. He coached the 
San Gabriel Valley Hall of Fame All Star game in 1980. 
His coaching background also includes eight years of high 
school basketball, seven as an assistant and one as the in-
terim head coach. He was also Head Baseball Coach for three 
years. He brings with him a tradition of winning football which 
we are sure will continue at USO. 
Brian and his wife Vicki have three children, Bridget, Joe 
and Colleen. 
UNIVERSITY PROFILE 
The University of San Diego is an independent , Catholic university located on a 170-acre mesa overlooking Mission Bay, San Diego Harbor, and 
the Pacific Ocean. The campus is named Alcala Park after the Spanish university town where St. Didacus (i .e., Diego) spent much of his time. 
Complementing its splendid natural setting is the University's location just 10 minutes from downtown San Diego - conveniently close to the ma-
jor business, cultural , residential , and recreational areas, as well as the rail , bus and air terminals. 
Founded in 1949, USD is presently experiencing record attendance. Undergraduate enrollment stands at 3100, graduate students bring the 
overall campus enrollment to 5000. 
The University includes a College of Arts and Sciences, and Schools of Business Administration , Education, Nursing, and Law. Each is 
characterized by high academic standards, small classes, and excellent student-faculty relations. 
Though the majority of students come from the West Coast, every region of the United States is well-represented on campus. Students also attend 
USD from 24 foreign countries. 
Recreation and Athletic activities are expanding rapidly and inc lude: sailing , crew, yoga , karate, surfing , modern dance, backpacking, and 
ballet. USD's intercollegiate sports for men include baseball , football , basketball , cross-country, crew, golf, tennis and rifle. 










" DO YOUR BANKING WITH THE LEADERS" 
PETRICCA'S 
RESTAURANT 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS! 
Mon.-Thur. (11 a. m .-9 p .m ); Fri. & Sat. (11 a. m .- 10 p .m .) 
Sun . & Holidays (12 Noon-9 p .m .) 
2555 Morena Blvd. 
275-2555 
JUST 5 MINUTES AWAY! 
ENJOY THESE SPECIALS ON ... 
MONDAYS - $2.00 TORERO NIGHT 
TUESDAYS - BAKED CHICKEN 
WEDNESDAYS- HOMEMADE PASTA 




EAT IN ONLY 
Coupon Expires May 1, 1984 
2 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 
Locat ion ...... Al ca la Park, San Diego, California 92110 
Founded ..... .. ..... . ............ .. .. . ... . . . 1949 
Enrollment . .............. . .... . . . . ....... . . . 5000 
Affiliation ..... . ..... . . NCAA Division Ill , Independent 
Nickname . . ...... .... . .. . . .. . ...... . .... . Toreros 
Colors .. . .... . ...... . .. Columbia Blue, Navy & White 
Stadium . USD Football Stadium (4,000 permanent seats) 
Athletic Department Phone . . .. . (619) 291-6480, Ext. 4272 
Football Office Phone .. .. . .... (619) 291-6480, Ext. 4740 
TICKET PRICES 
Adults . . . . .. .. . . ... . .. .. .. . ... . ..... . .. .. . . $2.00 
Students . . ........... .. .. . . . . ... ..... . .. . . . $1.00 
USD Students with I.D .... . . . .... . .. . ... . . ... .. . Free 
USD DIRECTORY 
President ........... .. ... . ..... Dr. Author E. Hughes 
Vice President-Provost ............ . . .. Sr. Sally Furay 
Vice President-University Relations Dr. William L. Pickett 
Vice President-Student Affairs . . ..... . . . Thomas Burke 
Athletic Director ............ Rev. Patrick Cahill , C.S.V. 
Sports Information Director . .............. Ted Gosen 
Assistant Sports Information Director ... Marymac Webb 
Athletic Department Secretary .. . . .. .. .. .. Linda Dieter 
Head Trainer ............. .. ... Carolyn Ryback Greer 
Assistant Trainers 






Team Physician .. ... . ........ .. William Curren, M.D. 
Public Address Announcer . .... . . ... Jackson Muecke 
Scoreboard Operator ... ... .. . . . ...... Doug Hertrich 
1982 FOOTBALL STAFF 
Head Coach . ...... . ...... .. ... . . . .. . Brian Fogarty 
(1st year) 
Defensive Coordinator .............. .. Kevin McGarry 
(6th year) 
Outside Linebackers .. . .. . .. .. . . ...... Larry Caudillo 
(9th year) 
Inside Linebackers ... . .. ... . .. . . . .. . Guy Ricciardulli 
(3rd year) 
Defensive Line Coach ... . . .. . .. . ....... Steve Gilbert 
(1st year) 
Offensive Line Coach . .... .. .. . . . . Charley Giangrosso 
(1st year) 
Quarterbacks and Receivers .... ... .. Tony Ricciardulli 
(1st year) 
Running Backs . . .. ... .. . ....... . .... . Steve Bridges 
(1st year) 
Equipment Supervisor .. ... . .. . . . ... .. .... Skip Wood 
(2nd year) 
INTRODUCING THE ASSISTANT COACHES 
KEVIN McGARRY 
Defensive Coordinator 
Kevin is in his sixth year 
as a member of the USO 
staff. Kevin played two years 
at USO after transferring 
from Saddleback Junior Col-
lege in Mission Viejo . 
He was Co-Defensive 
Player of the Year in 1977. 
Kevin is presently working 




Guy enters his third year 
on the Torero staff. He was 
the Defensive Player of the 
year in 1980 and was also a 
National Football Founda-
tion Scholar Athlete. 
Guy is entering his third 
year of law school. 
CHARLEY GIANGROSSO 
Offensive Line 
Charley coached at Em-
poria State Univ. in Kansas 
where he was a graduate 
assistant with the defensive 
line. He is a graduate of 
Friends Univ. in Wichita, 
Kansas , where he also 
assisted in football for two 
years. Charley received his 
M.A. from Emporia State. 
STEVE BRIDGES 
Running Backs 
Steve comes to us from 
Madison High School in San 
Diego where he served as 
the Offensive Coordinator. 
He has also been a part time 
assistant at Mesa College in 
San Diego. 
Steve is a graduate of San 




Larry begins his ninth year 
on the staff at USO. He 
moves over to the defense 
this year after several years 
on the offensive staff. Larry 
was an outstanding defen-
sive player at USO in the ear-
ly ?O's. He will also coach 
the special teams unit. 
STEVE GILBERT 
Defensive Line 
Steve comes to us from 
the Univ. of Pennsylvania 
where he assisted with the 
offensive line for two years. 
He is a graduate of West-
chester State College where 
he was an outstanding wide 
receiver. 
Steve will also serve as the 
Toreros strength coach. He 
completed his M.A. degree at 
the Univ. of Indiana. 
TONY RICCIARDULLI 
Quarterbacks & Receivers 
After receiving All-Ameri -
can honors while quarter-
backing at San Diego Mesa 
JC, Tony transferred to the 
Univ. of Iowa and played two 
seasons in '79 and '80. He 
was Defensive Secondary 
Coach at Imperial Valley in 
'81-82 and a graduate assist-
ant at the Univ. of Kansas in 
'82-83. Tony has his BA from 
the Univ. of Iowa. 
SKIP WOOD 
Equipment Supervisor 
Skip is starting his second 
year as the Univ. of San 
Diego's Equipment Super-
visor. 
As Equipment Supervisor, 
Skip will be responsible for 
the maintenance and issu-
ance of equipment and will 
assist with facility mainte-
nance. 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 1983 FOOTBALL ROSTER 
NAME NO. HGT. WGT. POS. YEAR 
Adams, Bill 71 5-11 198 DL SR 
Aitken , Mike 21 5-11 175 DB SO 
Amarillas , John 77 6-6 265 OL SR 
Ambrose, John 41 6-3 200 LB SO 
Ashley , Tony 27 6-0 180 WR SO 
Ast , Steve 51 6-1 228 OL SR 
Baniszewski , Richard 54 6-0 205 LB JR 
Beltrami , Vince 55 5-10 220 LB JR 
Bendy, Michael 63 5-10 195 OL FR 
Bertrand , Chris 37 6-0 180 S so 
Butler, Rick 33 5-10 193 RB JR 
Bynum, Michael 26 5-10 167 DB FR 
Carter, Bill 11 5-10 165 WR SO 
Castillo, Marvin 66 6-1 265 DL SR 
Cloutier, Roger 9 5-10 180 DB FR 
Couvrette, John 74 6-1 208 DL JR 
Covarrubias, Mark 25 5-6 165 RB SO 
Curran , Mark 6 5-11 180 RB SO 
DeCelles, Andy 56 5-8 160 LB FR 
Dodd, Emmitt 2 5-9 182 DB SR 
Eppinger, Mike 95 5-7 173 LB SO 
Flaherty , Ken 81 6-1 180 WR FR 
Flood, Bryan 78 6-3 225 OL JR 
Garcia, Arturo 49 5-11 173 DB SO 
Glassmaker, Jerry 60 5-9 180 DL JR 
Greene, Mitch 89 6-0 195 TE SO 
Gross, Ken 79 6-0 193 OL SO 
Gutierrez, Gene 99 5-10 190 DL FR 
Hamilton, Michael 70 6-0 195 LB SO 
Harlan , Tim 67 6-1 205 OL FR 
Harper, John 38 6-0 217 LB JR 
Hawley, George 59 6-0 210 LB JR 
Holley, Gary 52 6-3 240 OL SR 
Jarvis, Chip 22 5-10 170 DB SR 
Jolley, Bill 86 6-2 205 TE SO 
Kinnally, Joe 64 5-10 190 DL JR 
Kraft , Mike 13 6-2 195 QB FR 
Kratochvil , Jack 10 5-11 155 K SO 
Kreautler, Kenny 65 
Laliberte' , Brian 68 
6-0 195 DL FR 
5-9 210 DL SO 
Long, Allen 62 5-11 210 OL SR 
Lozzi , Robert 19 5-10 175 K JR 
McAlpin, Jerome 4 5-9 180 RB SR 
McCoy, Ed 17 5-11 177 WR FR 
McMahon , Pete 43 6-0 190 LB SO 
NcNamara, Pat 14 5-11 155 P FR 
Meyers, Roger 12 6-1 185 QB FR 
Mills, Troy 24 6-0 176 DB SO 
Mitchell , Judah 5 6-0 182 DB JR 
Muklevicz, Joe 50 5-10 202 OL FR 
Noonan , John 57 6-0 205 LB SR 
O'Grady, Dan 87 5-10 168 WR FR 
Pannier, Don 34 5-10 185 RB SO 
Porlas, Thad 20 5-10 182 WR SR 
Reilly, Scott 16 6-0 165 WR FR 
Rish , Michael 18 6-3 165 WR SR 
Savallo, Len 31 5-7 170 RB JR 
Schmit , Jerry 28 5-9 183 DB SR 
Seidel , Darren 84 5-11 190 TE SO 
Slaugh! , John 83 5-11 170 WR SO 
Sorianello, Dante 69 6-0 210 OL SO 
Spencer, Phil 7 5-8 160 QB SR 
Stein , Greg 44 5-10 180 DB JR 
Stoebner, Ben 23 5-11 180 DB SO 
Thistle, David 8 6-2 182 DB FR 
Thorlin , Scott 75 6-1 185 DL FR 
Vardilos , Steven 15 5-10 180 QB JR 
Vetnar, Jeff 30 5-10 207 LB SR 
Wahlmeier, Maurice 3 5-10 162 DB SO 
White, Tim 29 5-10 182 DB FR 
Wilson , Greg 42 5-11 170 P JR 
Woodward , Tom 36 5-9 180 RB JR 
Zamora, Patrick 45 6-3 215 LB FR 
Zanders , Ray 46 5-11 210 LB JR 
HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL 
San Diego, CA/La Jolla 
San Diego, CA/Madison 
San Jose, CA/Bellermine 
Federal Way , WA/Decatur 
Alta, CA/John Muir 
Phoeni x, AZ /Greenway 
Tempe, AZ/McClintock 
La Canada, CA/St. Francis 
Winnetka , IL/New Trier 
Mission Viejo, CA/Mission Viejo 
Covina, CA/Damien 
Boulder, CO/Fa irview 
Temple City, CA/Arcadia 
Tulare, CA/Tulare Union 
Chula Vista , CA/Hilltop 
Lemon Grove, CA/St. Augustine 
San Diego, CA/St. Augustine 
Old Bridge, NY/Madison Central 
National City, CA/St. Augustine 
South Bend, IN/John Adams 
Tustin , CA/Servile 
Poway, CA/Poway 
Colorado Springs, Co/Mitchell 
San Diego, CA/Fontana 
Benicia, CA/Solano JC 
Reseda, CA/Crespi 
El Cajon , CA/Granite Hills 
Pasadena, CA/St. Francis 
San Diego, CA/Mt. Carmel 
Scottsdale, AZ/Chaparral 
Albuquerque, NM/Highland 
Dallas, TX/La Jolla, CA 
San Diego, CA/Mt. Olive, NJ 
Mission Viejo, CA/Mission Viejo 
Bellevue, CA/Bellevue 
Santee, CA/Santana 
Palos Verde, CA/Rolling Hills 
Omaha, NE/Creighton Prep 
Midvale, UT/Judge Memorial 
San Diego, CA/University 
San Diego, CA/Poway 
Las Vegas, NV/Bishop Gorman 
Los Angeles, CA/Loyola 
Poway, CA/Mt. Carmel 
Los Angeles, CA/St. Monica 




El Toro, CA/El Toro 
Detroit, Ml/Birmingham Groves 
San Diego, CA/Saints 
Ch icago, IL/Loyola 
San Diego, CA/Madison 
Carlsbad, CA/Robert E. Lee, VA 
Huntington Beach, CA/Mater Dei 
Van Nuys, CA/Notre Dame 
Santa Ana, CA/Mater Dei 
San Marino, CA/San Marino 
San Marino, CA/San Marino 
Reseda, CA/Cresdi 
San Diego, CA/Mater Dei 
Huntington Beach, CA/Edison 





San Manuel , AZ/San Manuel 
Los Angeles, CA/Palisades 
Boulder, CO/Boulder 
Menlo Park, CA/Woodside 
Taos, NM/Taos 





The University of San Diego football program 
will be undergoing a few changes this year. The 
coaching staff will have some new faces and 
along with that some changes in philosophy. New 
Head Coach Brian Fogarty will coordinate the of-
fense along with an entirely new offensive staff. 
States Fogarty, "We will be running a Slot I as our 
basic set with the ability to run multiple sets 
depending on our personnel. Our pass offense will 
be mostly from sprint out and play action. Defen-
sively we will not be making any major changes. 
Kevin McGarry will remain on the staff as the 
Defensive Coordinator. Three of the four defensive 
coaches are returning from last year's staff. On 
defense, we will be running a basic " 50" or Oakie 
Front with multiple coverages behind it." 
The Toreros expect to improve on last year's 4-5 
record by using the talents of their returning 
players, many who played a significant role in the 
9·1 season in 1981. Offensively, the Toreros return 
senior wide receiver Michael Rish, USD's career 
record holder in receptions (78), yards pass receiv-
ing (1305) and in touchdown passes caught (13). 
Last year saw Mike haul in 40 passes for 637 
yards, 6 TD's and a 15.9 yard per reception 
average. Michael was also the second leading 
point scorer with a total of 36 points. 
In the backfield, senior tailback Jerome 
McAlpin returns after gaining 452 yards on 104 
carries for an average of 4.1 yards per carry. The 
fullback spot is still open with returners Rick 
Butler (5-10, 193 lb.) and Tom Woodward (5-9, 180 
lb.) both vying for the starting nod. The quarter-
back position is still undecided, but senior Phil 
Spencer is the early front-runner for the spot. 
Spencer, who played both DB and RB last year, is 
trying his hand at quarterback after being AII-C.I.F. 
in high school at that position. Freshman Roger 
Meyers, (6-1 , 185 lb.) has been impressive in camp 
and should see action this season. 
Both tightends return from last year in Mitch 
Greene (6·0, 195 lb.) and Bill Jolley (6·2. 205 lb.). 
Both will be sophomores this season. On the of• 
tensive line, senior John Amarillas (6·6, 265 lb.) is 
back at tackle to lead the charges. Other returners 
include seniors Steve Ast (6·1, 228 lb.) and Gary 
Holley (6·3, 240 lb.). Both players split time at the 
center position last year, however, it is more than 
likely that Holley will become the other tackle op-
posite Amarillas. The special teams will be led 
again by junior place kicker Bob Lozzi (5·9, 165 lb). 
Bob led the team in scoring last season with 54 
points as he converted on 11 of 17 field goals and 
21 of 22 extra points. 
Defensively, USO also returns many fine play-
ers. Defensive Player of the year Greg Stein (5•10, 
180 lb.) will return at strong safety. Senior free 
safety Chip Jarvis is back following a fine year. 
Seniors Jerry Schmit and Emmit Dodd should hold 
down positions in the defensive secondary also. 
At linebacker there are several experienced 
returners who will be competing for starting posi• 
lions. This list includes Junior George Hawley (6-0, 
200 lb.), senior John Noonan (6·0, 205 lb.) and 
senior Jeff Vetnar (5-10, 210 lb.). On the defensive 
line, senior nose guard Marvin Castillo (6-0, 260 lb.) 
will be back after emerging as last year's team 
leader. 
"We feel with these athletes and the other 
returners and recruits that we'll have the makings 
of a fine defense," stated Coach Fogarty. The 
Toreros will be going up against tough rivals with 
their last four games being against some of the 
top Division II schools in the state Including Cal 
State Hayward, Cal Lutheran, Azusa Pacific and 
St. Mary's College. 
USD 








Game Scores Not Available in 1956 
1957 
USD Opp 
20 Barstow Marines 13 
6 Arizona State Flagstaff 40 
7 Montana State 21 
40 Pomona College 6 
O San Diego Marines 
54 Camp Pendleton 
41 
0 
27 U. of Mexico 13 
54 Mexico Polytechnic O 





20 U. of Mexico 6 
13 New Mexico Western 10 
6 Montana State 31 
33 Lewis and Clark 0 
46 Colorado Western State 14 
46 Chino Institute 
45 Pepperdine University 
24 Idaho State 
24 U. of Montana 





14 Cal Poly (SLO) 
12 Cal Poly Pomona 
6 Pepperdine University 
14 San Diego Marines 
38 Southern Cal College 





6 Whittier College 


















O Humbolt State 20 
14 Azusa College 6 
56 Southern Cal College 14 
21 San Diego Marines 20 
O San Francisco State 35 
20 Pepperdine University 13 
14 Cal Poly Pomona 28 
14 Arizona State Flagstaff 14 
165 4-5-1 199 
1969 (Club) 
USD 
6 Loyola University 
12 St. Mary 's (Cal.) 
30 Whittier JV 
20 Long Beach State JV 
26 USO Alumni 
19 Azusa-Pacific College 





13 Loyola University 













13 Claremont 21 
69 Cal Tech 0 
34 Azusa-Pacific College 31 
13 Occidental College 
7 St. Mary's (Cal.) 




13 UC Riverside 
22 Occidental College 
0 Claremont College 
21 Laverne College 
7 Pomona-Pitzer College 
41 Azusa-Pcific College 
19 Cal Poly Pomona 





14 UC Riverside 
14 Claremont College 
19 Occidental College 
16 CS Los Angeles 
21 Laverne College 
28 Pomona-Pitzer College 
35 Loyola University 
7 US International U. 
41 Azusa-Pacific College 





16 UC Riverside 





























34 Occidental College 14 
57 Pomona-Pitzer College 7 
31 Laverne College 14 
46 St. Mary's (Cal.) O 
28 Humbolt State 28 
47 Azusa-Pacific College 11 
56 US International U. 20 
61 Loyola University O 










13 CS Northridge 17 
7 Azusa-Pacific College 15 
6 Cal Lutheran 40 
14 Laverne College 9 
12 Whittier College 14 
10 CS Los Angeles 36 
40 Pomona-Pitzer College 26 
7 Humbolt State 53 
O US International U. 29 
23 St. Mary's (Cal.) 17 






26 Laverne College 
0 CS Northridge 





48 Pomona-Pitzer College 




0 US International U. 
6 Cal Lutheran 






30 US International U. 
18 Occidental College 
O Whittier College 
6 CS Northridge 
14 Azusa-Pacific College 
10 CS Los Angeles 
0 Cal Lutheran 





17 Cal Lutheran College 
0 Redlands'• 
34 Pomona-Pitzer College 
13 Occidental College 
12 Whittier College 
20 CS Northridge 
7 Azusa-Pacific College 
0 CS Los Angeles 
13 US International U. 

































2 Cal Lutheran 0 
22 Redlands 24 
27 Pomona-Pitzer College 23 




9 Claremont-Mudd 10 
6 Azusa-Pacific College 35 
47 Edwards AFB 0 
38 US International U. 





38 Edwards AFB 

















14 Azusa-Pacific College 16 
8 US International U. 28 
7 St. Mary 's 37 





23 California Lutheran 
15 Redlands 
14 Claremont-Mudd 




7 Azusa-Pacific College 
14 Sonoma State 
41 Edwards AFB 


























































9 Azusa-Pacific College 15 
24 Cal Poly Pomona 7 
17 USC J.C . 20 






RUSHING ATT GAIN 
Smith 97 469 
McAlpin 104 452 
Hamilton 45 165 
Sweet 33 56 
Spencer 11 49 
Woodward 9 31 
Butler 6 40 
Kemple 6 0 
Eatman 4 11 
Savallo 6 34 
Bees 1 2 
Corradi 1 7 
Team 3 0 
USD 326 1352 
OPP 412 1576 
PASSING ATT COMP 
Sweet 248 135 
Kemple 19 10 
Gallagher 7 1 
Spencer 1 0 
McAlpin 2 0 
USD 278 146 
OPP 202 89 
RECEIVING NO YDS 
Rish 40 637 
Reilly 23 352 
Sears 15 207 
McAlpin 17 171 
Smith 16 140 
Vinovich 12 145 
Greene 9 122 
Porlas 4 35 
Hamilton 5 51 
Spencer 1 8 
Jolley 2 22 
Jarvis 1 13 
Woodward 1 -5 
USD 146 1,905 
OPP 89 1,301 
PUNTING NO YDS 
Sweet 45 1,517 
Team 1 0 
USD 46 1,517 
OPP 48 1,723 




FINAL 1982 STATISTICS 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 
LOST NET AVG LG TD SCORING TDR TDP 
15 454 4.7 19 5 Rish 0 6 
28 424 4.1 17 1 Smith 5 0 
17 148 3.3 13 4 Hamilton 4 0 
145 -89 -2.7 15 1 McAlpin 1 1 
1 48 4.4 12 0 Greene 0 2 
0 31 3.4 15 1 Vinovich 0 1 
0 40 6.7 22 0 Sweet 1 0 
33 -33 -5.5 0 0 Woodward 1 0 
0 11 2.8 7 0 Stein 0 0 
0 34 5.7 12 0 Spencer 0 0 
0 2 2.0 2 0 Kemple 0 0 
0 7 7.0 7 0 Lozzi 0 0 
34 -34-11.3 0 0 USD 12 10 
273 1079 3.3 22 12 
OPP 8 8 
413 1163 2.8 49 8 KICK-OFF RETURNS 
INT PCT YDS LG TD 
Hamilton 
18 .544 1~804 71 9 
Spencer 
2 .526 101 30 1 
Butler 
2 .143 0 0 0 
Porlas 
1 .000 0 0 0 
Woodward 
0 .000 0 0 0 
USD 
23 .525 1,905 71 10 
OPP 
13 .441 1,301 61 8 PUNT RETURNS 
AVG LG TD 
Spencer 
15.9 71 6 
Hamilton 
15.3 27 0 
Davis 
13.8 34 0 
USD 
10.1 36 1 
OPP 
9.1 20 0 
12.1 21 1 
INTERCEPTIONS 
13.6 28 2 Jarvis 
8.8 15 0 
Carlyle 
10.2 17 0 
Stein 
8.0 8 0 
Spencer 
11.0 14 0 
Johnson 
13 .o 13 0 Stave 
-5.0 0 0 
Wahlmeier 
13.0 71 10 
Schmit 
14. 6 61 8 
USD 
OPP 
AVG LG BLK 
33.7 47 0 
SCORE BY QUARTERS:
0.0 0 1 
USD 
33.7 47 1 
OPP 
35.9 55 0 RESULTS: 
MADE LONG 
Redlands 0 USD 
11 44 




Occidental 34 USD 
Whittier 20 USD 
La Verne 20 USD 
Azusa-Pac. 15 USD 
CP Pomona 7 USD 
USC JV 20 USD 
St. Mary's 31 USD 
6 
TDO M-A FGM-FGA S PTS 
0 0-0 0-0 0 36 
0 0-0 0-0 0 30 
0 0-0 0-'0 0 24 
0 0-0 0-0 0 12 
0 0-0 0-0 0 12 
0 0-0 0-0 0 6 
0 0-0 0-0 0 6 
0 0-0 0-0 0 6 
1 0-0 0-0 0 6 
0 1-1 0-0 0 2 
0 0-1 0-0 0 0 
0 21-22 11-17 0 54 
1 22-24 11-17 0 194 
1 14-17 4-12 1 138 
NO YDS AVG 
9 173 19.2 
13 289 22.2 
1 12 12.0 
3 70 23.3 
1 18 18.0 
27 562 20.8 
43 715 16.6 
NO YDS AVG 
15 142 9.5 
5 55 11.0 
1 -1 -1.0 
21 196 9.3 
23 60 2.6 
NO YDS TD 
3 6 0 
3 0 0 
2 15 1 
1 34 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
13 105 1 
23 268 1 
1 2 3 4 TOTAL 
20 48 46 80 194 
30 28 27 53 138 
ATTENDANCE: 
32 (1-0) AWAY 
40 (2-0) 3330 
31 (3-0) 3371 
20 (3-1) AWAY 
18 (3-2) 3450 
14 (3-3) AWAY 
9 (3-4) Away 
24 (4-4) 2000 
17 (4-4) 3000 
10 (4-5) 4000 
THE 1983 TOREROS 
·•:-:.· .... _ 
Bill Adams (71) 5'11" 198 SR Mike Aitken (21) 5'10 " 175 SO John Amarillas (77) 6 '6" 265 SR John Ambrose ( 41) 6 '3" 200 SO 
Tony Ashley (27) 6 'O" 180 SO Steve Ast (51) 6'1" 228 SR 
-· ... -. ., .• 
Michael Bendy (63) 5 '10 " 195 FR Chris Bertrand (37) 6 'O" 180 SO Michael Bynum (26) 5 '10 " 167 FR 
Bill Carter (11) 5 '10" 165 SO Marvin Castillo (66) 6'1" 265 SR Roger Cloutier (9) 5 '10 " 180 FR John Couvrette (74) 6'1" 208 JR 
7 
Mark Covarrubias (25) 5'6" 165 SO Mark Curran (6) 5 '11 " 180 SO 





SHORE OFFICE FURNITURE 
241 NATIONAL CITY BLVD., NATIONAL CITY 
474-6488 
LARGE SELECTION NEW & USED DESKS , 
CHAIRS , FILES , SAFES , FIREPROOF FILES , 
STORAGE CABINETS , CREDENZAS , 
SETTEES , BOOKCASES , COUCHES , REPT . 
RM . FURN ., TYPEWRITERS , DRAFTING 
TABLES , & DESK ACCESSORIES . 
QUICK DELIVERY 
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Andy Decelles (56) 5'8" 160 FR Emmitt Dodd (2) 5 '9" 182 SR 
Bryan Flood (78) 6'3" 225 JR Arturo Garcia (49) 5'11 " 173 SO 
USD FOOTBALL STADIUM 
The USD Football Stadium was built in 1955, to pro-
vide students the opportunity to play intercollegiate 
football and other outdoor sports. 
Set in a natural bowl , the Stadium has 4,000 perma-
nent seats located behind the home side of the field . 
The seats are set in cement and consist of aluminum 
bleachers. 
There is a four-foot wall surrounding the playing 
surface that was built in 1976, in order to keep the 
field free from potential mud sl ides. 
At the open end of the stadium is the scoreboard , 
which was generously donated by the Pepsi Bottling 
Company of San Diego. 
Located above the stands are the restrooms, the 
football office, the men 's locker room and the press 
box. 
The press box , which is completely enclosed by 
glass, houses the official timer, scoreboard operator, 
announcer, USD coaches and members of the local 
and visiting media. 
The University of San Diego hopes you enjoy your 
visit to the USD Football Stadium and that you w ill be 
back soon . 
TOREROS START DIVISION II SCHEDULE 
HAYWARD OUTLOOK: 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO COMPLETED THEIR DIVISION III SCHEDULE WITH A 5-1 MARK 
AND WILL NOW EMBARK ON A FOUR GAME DIVISION II SCHEDULE STARTING TODAY WITH CS HAYWARD. 
HAYWARD IS CURRENTLY 4-1 WITH THEIR ONLY LOSS COMING ON THE ROAD TO ST. MARY'S COLLEGE 
(12-7). THEIR WINS ARE AGAINST SONOMA STATE (28-7), CS NORTHRIDGE (28-16), SANTA CLARA 
(17 -1 5) AND SAN FRANCISCO STATE (13- 7) . 
THIS SEASON ON OFFENSE, THE PIONEERS HAVE BEEN PACED BY TB DONRICK SANDERSON (92 
CARRIES FOR 443 YARDS AND 2 TD ' S); QB'S ROGER FERNANDO (SO OF 83 FOR 525 YARDS AND 5 TD ' S) 
AND KENDALL GOMEZ (17 OF 36 FOR 271 YARDS AND 1 TD), AND TE TIM O' TOOLE (13 CATCHES FOR 179 
YARDS AND 1 TD) . DEFENSIVELY, LOOK FOR MLB AL SIMMONS (49 TACKLES, 4 FUMBLE RECOVERIES), 
LDT DON DELAND ( 44 TACKLES, 10½ SACKS) AND SS DARRELL MOSES (35 TACKLES AND 5 DEFLECTED 
PASSES). AS A TEAM, THE PIONEERS HAVE RUSHED FOR 606 YDS AND PASSED FOR 796 YDS FOR A 
TOTAL OF 1402 YDS AND AN AVERAGE OF 280 . 4 YDS PER GAME. THE DEFENSE HAS ALSO GATHERED IN 
7 INTERCEPTIONS AND 13 FUMBLE RECOVERIES . THE OPPOSITION HAS TOTALED 1100 YDS WITH A 
GROUND ATTACK OF 489 YDS AND 611 YDS THROUGH THE AIR . HEAD COACH TIM TIERNEY IS IN HIS 
9TH SEASON AT THE HELM AND HAS A RECORD OF 36-46-4. 
TOREROS STORM BACK TO DEFEAT LA VERNE: 
IF YOU WERE ASKED TO DESCRIBE THE 1983 USD FOOTBALL TEAM IN ONE WORD, IT WOULD HAVE TO 
BE CHARACTER. UNDER THE DIRECTION OF NEW HEAD COACH BRIAN FOGARTY AND HIS STAFF, THE TOREROS 
HAVE COMPLETED THERE DIV. III SCHEDULE WITH A 5- 1 RECORD. THE TEAM'S ONLY LOSS SO FAR WAS A 
28- 7 DECISION TO OCCIDENTAL 3 WEEKS AGO. HOWEVER, USD BOUNCED BACK TWO WEEKS AGO AS THE 
TOREROS HELD OFF A WHITTER 4TH QTR COMEBACK TO DEFEAT THEM 23-19 . 
THIS PAST WEEK, SAN DIEGO TRAILED LA VERNE 14- 7 WITH 10½ MINUTES TO GO. USD CAME UP WITH 
THE BIG PLAYS IN THE 4TH QTR WHEN THEY NEEDED THEM THOUGH . IN A 4TH AND ONE SITUATION ON THE 
LA VERNE 19 WITH 10½ MINUTES TO GO, TB JEROME MCALPIN BOLTED UP THE MIDDLE ON A POWER PLAY 
FOR A 19 YARD TD RUN TO KNOT UP THE SCORE 14-14. USD ' S NEXT BIG PLAY CAME ON A 3RD DOWN AND 
SIX SITUATION ON THE LA VERNE 21 YD LINE WITH 7½ MINUTES TO GO. QB PHIL SPENCER SCRAMBLED 
OUT OF THE POCKET, AND RIGHT BEFORE BEING SACKED, FOUND HIS FAVORITE TARGET, MICHAEL RISH, 
IN THE COP.NER OF THE ENDZONE FOR A 21 YD TD COMPLETION . THE TOREROS LAST TD WAS SET UP BY A 
MICHAEL HAMILTON 34 YD INTERCEPTION RETURN TO THE LA VERNE 39. FIVE PLAYS LATER QB PHIL 
SPENCER SCORED HIS 2 ND TD RUN OF THE GAME AS HE SCAMPERED IN FROM 5 YDS OUT ON A KEEPER. 
"WE PLAYED WELL IN THE FOURTH QTR. THE TEAM SHOWED A LOT OF CHARACTER. THE BIG KEY IN 
THE GAME WAS SPENCER ' S CLUTCH PLAY TO RISH AND MICHAEL HAMILTON ' S INTERCEPTION. FOR BEING 
WITHOUT TWO STARTERS, THE OFFENSIVE LINE DID AN OUTSTANDING JOB IN BLOCKING AND OPENING UP 
HOLES FOR OUR BACKS," STATED COACH BRIAN FOGARTY. 
JEROME MCALPIN WAS AGAIN THE TEAM'S LEADING RUSHER WITH 106 YDS ON 22 CARRIES. IT WAS 
THE 4TH TIME THIS SEASON THAT JEROME SURPASSED THE 100 YD MARK IN A GAME. FULLBACKS LEN 
SAVALLO (41 YDS) AND TOM WOODWARD (38 YARDS) DID MOST OF THE RUNNING IN THE 1ST HALF WHICH 
EVENTUALLY OPENED UP HOLES FOR JEROME IN THE SECOND HALF. MICHAEL RISH ADDED TO THE SCHOOL'S 
RECORD FOR TOUCHDOWN PASSES CAUGHT, NOW AT 16, WITH HIS 21 YD TD RECEPTION . DEFENSIVELY, 
THE TOREROS WERE PACED BY JERRY GLASSMAKER, GEORGE HAWLEY AND CHIP JARVIS (ALL WITH 8 TACKLES). 
SIDE-NOTES: 
* For the fourth time this season in six games, the USD defense shut out their opponent 
in both the first and fourth quarters. 
* TB Jerome McAlpin is now among the top ten NCAA Division III rushers. Je r ome has rushed 
for 684 yards and 5 TD's on 141 carries for a 4.9 per rush average and 114.o yards per game . 
* Coach Fogarty on Cal State Hayward, "This game will be our t oughest test thi s season by 
far. They are a big and physical team and use a 4-3 alignment on defense. Offensively, 
they are like us, using the run first to set up the pass. They do a good job of keeping 
you off balance. However, I believe if we continue t o play well that we'll be there 
at the end of the game," 
* Offensive linemen Gary Holley and Bryan Flood are still questionable for the Hayward game 
this week but are expected to return for the last three games . 
* Junior kicker Bob Lozzi quit the team af te r the Whittier game. For the year Bob was 
S of 8 in FG's and 13 of 13 in PAT's. In his three yea r s at USD, Bob was 27 of 47 in 
FG'.s and 67 of 71 in PAT's. In 1981 he tied RB Joe Henry for t op point scorer with 66 
points. In 1982 he led the team in scoring with 54 points. In his 2½ years, Bob 
kicked for 148 points . 
DEFENSE UT AT TOT SACKS DP FR 
Hawley 22 TI 43 -1- 2 0 
INTERCEPTIONS NO 
Jarvis 2 
YDS AVE . TD LG Stein 24 18 42 2 4 2 
35 17.5 0 20 Jarvis 18 16 34 0 9 0 
McMahon 2 21 10.5 0 18 Glassmaker 16 12 28 0 0 0 
Stein 36 36.0 0 36 Beltrami 9 17 26 0 2 0 
Hamilton 34 34.0 0 34 Schmit 14 10 24 0 6 0 
Beltrami 19 19.0 0 19 McMahon 13 II 24 2 I I 
Aitken 18 18.0 0 18 Noonan 10 12 22 2 0 0 
Zanders I 1.0 0 I Laliberte' 12 9 21 0 0 
Dodd 0 0 Harper 10 11 21 2 0 0 
Schmit 0 0 Zanders 7 12 19 0 0 0 
Mitchell 0 0 Castillo 7 12 19 2 0 I 
USD TOTAL 12 164 13.7 0 36 Dodd 13 6 19 0 6 0 
OPP TOTAL 4 6 1.5 0 6 Mitchell 8 8 16 0 3 0 
Kinnally 8 7 15 0 0 0 
OTHERS 41 49 90 6 3 3 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 1983 FOOTBALL ROSTER 
NO. NAME POS. HGT. l~GT. YEAR HOMETOWN 
2 EMMITT DODD DB 5-9 182 SR South Bend, IN 
3 MAURICE WAHLMEIER DB 5-10 162 so San Manuel, AZ 
4 JEROME MCALPIN RB 5-9 180 SR Los Angeles, CA 
5 JUDAH MITCHELL DB 6-0 182 JR Detroit, MI 
6 MARK CURRAN RB 5-11 180 so Old Bridge, NJ 
7 PHIL SPENCER QB 5-8 160 SR San Diego, CA 
8 DAVID THISTLE DB 6-2 182 FR Poway, CA 
9 ROGER CLOUT! ER DB 5-10 180 FR Chula Vista, CA 
10 JACK KRATOCHVIL K 5-11 155 so Omaha NE 
11 BILL CARTER WR 5-10 165 so Temple City, CA 
12 ROGER MEYERS QB 6-1 185 FR Poway, CA I 
13 MIKE KRAFT QB 6-2 195 FR Palos Verde, CA 
14 PAT MCNAMARA p 5-11 155 FR San Diego, CA r 
15 STEVEN VARDILOS QB 5-10 180 JR Newington, CT 
16 SCOTT REILLY l/R 6-0 165 FR Carlsbad, CA 
17 ED MCCOY HR 5-11 177 FR Poway, CA 
18 MICHAEL RISH WR 6-3 165 SR Huntington Beach, CA 
19 ROBERT LOZZI K 5-10 175 JR Las Vegas, NV 
20 THAD PORLAS 1/R 5-10 182 SR San Diego, CA 
21 MIKE AITKEN DB 5-10 175 so San Diego, CA 
22 CHIP JARVIS DB 5-10 170 SR Mission Viejo, CA 
23 BEN STOEBNER DB 5-11 180 so Tehaehajei, CA 
24 TROY MILLS DB 6-0 176 so Carlsbad, CA 
25 MARK COVARRUBIAS RB 5-6 165 so San Diego, CA 
26 MICHAEL BYNUM DB 5-10 167 FR Boulder, CO 
27 TONY ASHLEY WR 6-0 180 so Alta, CA 
28 JERRY SCHMIT DB 5-9 183 SR Santa Ana, CA 
29 TIM WHITE DB 5-10 182 FR Los Angeles, CA 
30 JEFF VETNAR LB 5-10 207 SR Phoenix, AZ 
31 LEN SAVALLO RB 5-7 170 JR Van Nuys, CA 
33 RICK BUTLER RB 5-10 193 JR Covina, CA 
34 DON PANNIER RB 5-10 185 so Chicago, IL 
36 TOM WOODWARD RB 5-9 180 JR Menlo Park, CA 
37 CHRIS BERTRAND s 6-0 180 so Mission Viejo, CA 
38 JOHN HARPER LB 6-0 217 JR Albuquerque, NM 
41 JOHN AMBROSE LB 6-3 200 so Federal Way, WA 
42 GREG WILSON p 5-11 170 JR Boulder, CO 
43 PETE MCMAHON LB 6-0 190 so Los Angeles, CA 
44 GREG STEIN DB 5-10 180 JR Huntington Beach, CA 
45 PATRICK ZAMORA LB 6-3 215 FR Taos, NM 
46 RAY ZANDERS LB 5-11 210 ,JR Houston, TX 
49 ARTURO GARCIA DB 5-11 173 so San Diego, CA 
50 JOE MUKLEVICZ OL 5-10 202 FR El Toro, CA 
51 STEVE AST OL 6-1 228 SR Phoenix, AZ 
52 GARY HOLLEY OL 6-3 240 SR San Diego, CA 
54 RICHARD BANISZEWSKI LB 6-0 200 JR Tempe, AZ 
55 VINCE BELTRAMI LB 5-10 220 JR La Canada, CA 
56 ANDY DECELLES LB 5-8 160 FR National City, CA
 
57 JOHN NOONAN LB 6-0 205 SR Detroit, MI 
59 GEORGE HAWLEY LB 6-0 210 JR Dallas, TX 
60 JERRY GLASSMAKER DL 5-9 180 JR Benicia, CA 
62 ALLEN LONG OL 5-11 210 SR San Diego, CA 
63 MICHAEL BENDY OL 5-10 195 FR Winnetka, IL 
64 JOE KINNALLY DL 5-10 190 JR Santee, CA 
65 KENNY KREAUTLER DL 6-0 195 FR Midvale, UT 
66 MARVIN CASTILLO DL 6-1 265 SR Tulare, CA 
67 TIM HARLAN OL 6-1 205 FR Scottsdale, AZ 
68 BRIAN LALIBERTE' DL 5-9 210 so San Diego, CA 
69 DANTE SORIANELLO OL 6-0 210 so Reseda, CA 
70 MICHAEL HAMILTON LB 6-0 195 so San Diego, CA 
71 BILL ADAMS DL 5-11 198 SR San Diego, CA 
74 JOHN COUVRETTE DL 6-1 208 JR Lemon Grove, CA 
75 SCOTT THORLIN DL 6-1 185 FR Yuma, AZ 
77 JOHN AMARILLAS OL 6-6 265 SR San Jose, CA 
78 BRYAN FLOOD OL 6-3 225 JR Colorado Springs, co 
79 KEN GROSS OL 6-0 193 so El Cajon, CA 
81 KEN FLAHERTY l~R 6-1 180 FR Poway, CA 
83 JOHN SLAUGHT WR 5-11 170 so San Marino, CA 
84 DARREN SEIDEL TE 5-11 190 so San Marino, CA 
86 BILL JOLLEY TE 6-2 205 so Be 11 evue, CA 
87 DAN O'GRADY WR 5-10 168 FR San Diego, CA 
89 MITCH GREENE TE 6-0 195 so Reseda, CA 
95 MIKE EPPINGER LB 5-7 173 so Tustin, CA 
90 GENE GUTIERREZ DL 5-10 190 FR Pasadena, CA 
1983 Cal State U. Hayward Football Roster 
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Yr. Hometown 
4 Kevin Tugwell DB 5-8 162 Jr. Berkeley 
5 Kendall Gomez QB 5-8 175 Sr. San Carlos 
7 Bill Neal QB 6-2 191 Fr. Campbell 
9 Jerry McAroy DB 6-1 180 Sr. Oakland 
10 Roger Fernando QB 5-10 180 Sr. Rodeo 
l 11 Bert Graham WR 5-11 170 Jr. Sacramento 
12 John Waldera PLK 6-0 167 Sr. Livermore 
l 14 Paul Petros QB 6-1 205 Jr. San Lorenzo 15 Dave Orth WR 5-11 180 Sr. Modesto 
16 Darrell Moses DB 6-0 200 Jr. San Diego 
17 Matt Peterson p 6-4 206 Sr. San Leandro 
19 Ed Burton DB 5-11 170 Jr. Bakersfield 
20 Bob Arnold RB 5-11 195 Jr. Alameda 
21 Eric Booker PLK 6-0 185 So. Tulare 
22 Ron Cox DB 5-10 170 Jr. Santa Rosa 
23 Chris Denson DB 6-0 180 Sr. Corvallis, OR 
24 Mike Matthews RB 5-8 165 Fr. Mt. View 
25 Chris Bellotti WR 5-8 165 So. Concord 
26 Tom Kuwada RB 5-8 165 So. Gilroy 
32 Lenny Grimes DB 6-2 201 Jr. Cleveland 
33 Rich Ludlam RB 5-11 223 Sr. Placerville 
35 Darrell Harrison RB 5-9 155 Fr. Newark 
36 Avery Simmons LB 5-11 195 Jr. Oakland 
38 Gregg Skarmas DB 6-0 188 Fr. San Jose 
42 Jim Oliver DB 5-11 185 Sr. Riverbank 
43 Joe Profit RB 5-8 194 Jr. Quincy 
44 Donrick Sanderson RB 5-9 170 Jr. Oakland 
45 Derek Rimert RB 6-1 205 Jr. Oakdale 
46 Eric Merritt LB 6-1 200 Sr. Hayward 
48 Tim Pierleoni LB 6-2 211 So. Gilroy 
50 Gregg Rogers OL 6-3 230 So. Atwater 
51 Joe Norton OL 6-0 234 Jr. Pleasanton 
54 Jerry Walser OL 6-3 235 Jr. San Jose 
55 Joe Malone OL 6-2 240 Jr. San Ramon 
56 Kelly King LB 5-12 185 Jr. Milpitas 
58 Alfred Simmons LB 6-1 195 Jr. Oakland 
59 Nick Neri LB 5-9 190 Jr. San Jose 
60 James Marshall LB 5-10 190 So. Hayward 
63 J. D. Willis OL 5-10 220 So. Manteca 
65 Clayton Bailey DT 6-0 240 Jr. Pearl City, HI 
67 Andy Marefos OL 6-0 250 Jr. Marysville 
70 Randy Ford DL 6-2 220 Sr. Oakland 
71 Andy Falls OL 6-3 250 Jr. Alameda 
72 Bob Pere DL 6-3 250 Jr. Newark 
73 Ed Lively DL 6-2 255 Jr. Ione 
74 Don DeLand DL 6-0 230 Sr. Dunkirk, NY 
75 Joe Kuhn DL 6-3 225 Jr. Marysville 
77 Cliff House OL 6-5 240 Jr. San Jose 
78 Shadeed Hasan DL 6-4 240 Sr. Richmond 
80 Derrick Porter WR 5-8 175 Sr. Riverside 
83 Darryl Rance LB 6-4 205 Jr. Sebastopol 
84 Tim O'Toole TE 6-5 215 Sr. Corvallis, OR 
85 James Lawson WR 5-10 165 Jr. Bastrop, LA 
87 Joe Brooks WR 6-1 165 Jr. Richmond 
88 Ray Hall TE 6-2 202 Sr. Oakdale 
89 Vernon Porter WR 5-10 163 Jr. Oakland 
94 William Etter DL 6-1 225 Sr. Moraga 
96 Joe Terry LB 6-2 205 Fr. Pleasanton 
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USD GRIDIRON CLUB 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO FOOTBALL PROGRAM WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE FOR THEIR GENEROSITY IN GIVING TO THE GRIDIRON 
CLUB. THEIR EFFORTS HAVE HELPED IN REACHING MANY OF OUR GOALS FOR 
IMPROVING THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO FOOTBALL PROGRAM. ANYONE WHO 
WOULD LIKE INFORMATION ON JOINING THE GRIDIRON CLUB, PLEASE CONTACT 









MR. AND MRS. VICTOR J. KORTH 
IN MEMORY OF BERT WOODWARD 
LINEBACKER CLUB 
RUEBEN R. ESCOBOSA 
ELDA AND MURRAY STEIN 
MR. AND MRS. JOHN VETNAR 
MR. JOHN B. WIMBUSH 
TWO ANONYMOUS DONORS 
PATRONS 
RICHARD BANISZEWSKI 
MR. AND MRS. PATRICK CONNOLLY 
E. C. HERBERT 
DR. AND MRS. BERNARD KRATOCHVIL 
MR. AND MRS. J.A. MUKLEVICZ 
BILL AND KATHIE RISH 
MR. AND MRS. FRANCESCO SORIANELLO 
FIVE ANONYMOUS DONORS 
ALUMNI CLUB 






WILLIAM ENQUIST, JR. 
PATRICK MCINTYRE 
CRISTOPHER WHOLEY 
Jeny Glassmaker (60) 5'9" 180 JR Mitch Greene (89) 6'0" 195 SO 
Michael Hamilton (70) 6 'O " 190 SO Tim Harlan (67) 6'1 " 205 FR 
HAVING A PARTY? 
All Brands of 
Keg Beer Available 
NOW OPEN! 
EL REY 
Mexican Food To Go 
Catering 7 Days 
Menudo Sat. & Sunday 
7150 Clairemont Mesa Blvd ., San Diego, California 92111 
(619) 292-9210 
i iOLE TOREROS, OLE!! 
CAUDILLO & ADAMS DESIGN, INC_ 
4620 ALVARADO CANYON RD. #8 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92120 
(619) 280-6601 
DESIGN and LAY-OUT SERVICES 
exclusively for Restaurants , Bars and 
all Food Service Facilities 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
CA UC NO 404539 
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Ken Gross (79) 6 'O" 193 SO Gene Gutierrez (99) 5 '10" 190 FR 
John Harper (38) 6 'O" 217 JR George Hawley (59) 6 'O" 210 JR 
SARDINA'S 
Italian Restaurant 
Dinner Special,s Served Nightly 
OPEN l'ROM II A . M. - 3 P . M . LUNCH 
15 P . M . -10 P.M . DINNER 
1129 MORENA BLVC . 
276-8393 ISAN DIEGO 
TOREROS SPECIAL 
Tuesday - Wednesday - Thursday 
Nights 
Purchase One Large 18" Pizza 
Get A Pitcher Of Beer FREE 
Great for Group Gatherings 
-
Gary Holley ( 52) 6 '3" 2 40 SR Chip Jarvis (22) 5'10 " 170 SR Bill Jolley (86) 6'2" 205 SO Joe Kinnally (64) 5'10" 190 JR 
Mike Kraft (13) 6 '2" 195 FR Jack Kratochvil (10) 5'11 " 155 SO Kenny Kreautler (65) 6'0" 195 FR Brian Laliberte (68) 5 '9




Serving San Diego since 1933 
The Finest Quality 
Meat • Seafood • Poultry 






5261 Linda Vista Road San Diego, California 92110 TEAM MANAGERS 
Ken Richards, Lisa Rosales 
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--:•:-~-.. 
Allen Long (62) 5'11" 210 SR Robert Lozzi (19) 5'10" 175 JR 





6615 LIN DA VISTA ROAD 
COME IN AND SAY HELLO TO 






Jerome McAlpin ( 4) 5 '9" 180 SR Ed McCoy (17) 5'11 " 177 FR 
Roger Meyers (12) 6 '1 " 185 FR Troy Mills (24) 6'0" 176 so 
11 
Judah Mitchell (5) 6 'O" 182 JR 
Don Pannier (34) 5 '10" 185 SO 
Joe Muklevicz (50) 5'10" 202 FR John Noonan (57) 6'0" 205 SR Dan O'Grady (87) 5'10" 168 FR 
- ll 
I 
Thad Porlas (20) 5'10" 182 SR Scott Reilly (16) 6 'O" 165 FR Michael Rish (18) 6 '3" 165 SR 
Custom Print 
OF CALIFORNIA 
980 BUENOS AVENUE, SUITE C • SAN DIEGO, CA 92110 
• Brochures 
Single & Multicolor 
• Catalogs 
• Technical Manuals 
• Newsletters 
• Flyers 
• NCR Forms 
• Letterheads 
• Envelopes 
• Business Cards 
• Typesetting & 
Design 
Located Conveniently Near Campus 
Off West Morena Blvd. 275-1861 
12 
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Len Savallo (31) 5 '7" 170 JR Jerry Schmit (28) 5'9" 183 SR 
, 
I 
Dante Sorianello (69) 6 'O" 210 SO Phil Spencer (7) 5 '8" 160 SR 
RECORD AGAINST OPPONENTS 
Name W 
Air Force Academy 0 
Northern Arizona Univ. (ASU Flagstaff) 0 
Azusa-Pacific College 7 
Cal Lutheran College 1 
Cal Poly Pomona 1 
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 0 
Cal State Los Angeles 0 
Cal State Northridge 0 
San Diego State (Cal State San Diego) 0 
Cal Tech 2 
Chapman College 1 
Claremont-McKenna College 5 
Colorado Western State 1 
Humbolt State University 0 
J.V. Teams 2 
Idaho State 1 
Laverne College 5 
Lewis and Clark 1 
Long Beach State 0 
Loyola/Marymount 2 
Montana State 0 
University of Montana 1 
New Mexico Military 1 
Occidental College 7 
University of the Pacific 0 
Pepperdine Univeristy 4 
Pomona-Pitzer College 11 
Redlands University 5 
St. Mary 's College (Cal.) 4 
San Francisco, University of 1 
San Francisco State 0 
Service Teams 10 
Southern Cal College 2 
UC Riverside 0 
USO Alumni 2 
USIU (Cal Western) 3 
Westminister College (Utah) 1 
Whittier College 4 
Wittenberg College 0 
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION: 
Mexico Polytech 1 










































































































































































Darren Seidel (84) 5 '11 " 190 SO John Slaugh! (83) 5 '11 " 1 70 SO 
Greg Stein (44) 5'10" 180 JR Ben Stoebner (23) 5'11" 180 SO 
___ 1/ 
David Thistle (8) 6'2 " 182 FR Scott Thorlin (75) 6'1 11 185 FR Steven Vardilos (15) 5'10 11 180 JR Jeff Vetnar (30) 5 '10 11 207 SR 
Maurice Wahlmeier (3) 5 '10 11 162 SO Tim White (29) 5 '10 11 182 FR Greg Wilson (42) 5'11 11 170 JR Tom Woodward (36) 5'9 11 180 JR 
USD CHEERLEADERS 
(L -R) Nancy Stansell, Sandy Stewart, Mary Petricca, Linda Hammond, Denise Miller, Carol Goulding, Julie Hannon, 
Sharon Wong, Shawn Struever, Jodi Balsis. 
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Patrick Zamora ( 45) 6 '3 11 215 FR 
Ray Zanders (46) 5'11 11 210 JR 
USD ATHLETIC TRAINERS 
(L-R) Amy Weiner, Andy Myerson, Shelly Brallier, Head Trainer Carolyn Ryback Greer, Kim 




Headed by the 
Univers ity of San Diego's 
Professional Coaching Staff 
The University of 
San Diego 
Sports Center 
San Diego, CA 92110 
(619) 291 -6480 Extension 4272 
15 
KATHLEEN MARPE GIRL'S BASKETBALL CAMP 
Ages 11-18 
JIM BROVELLI BOY'S BASKETBALL CAMP 
Ages8-17 
JOHN MARTIN GIRL'S VOLLEYBALL CAMP 
Ages 14-18 
SEAMUS McFADDEN SOCCER CAMP (COED) 
Ages 7-18 
GARY BECKER SWIMMING CAMP (COED) 
Ag es 8-18 
ED COLLINS TENNIS SCHOOL (COED) 
Ages 10-18 
BRIAN FOGARTY FOOTBALL CAMP . 
Ages 10-18 
KEVIN McGARRY GIRL'S SOFTBALL CAMP 
Ag es 10-18 
ALL SPORT CAMP (Covers Seven Sports) 
ALL TIME USO FOOTBALL RECORDS 
Rushing 
Times Carried Ball: 
Game -- 29, Sammy Croom vs. Loyala U. & Azusa-Pacific, 1972 
Season -- 200, Joe Henry, 1981 
Career -- 507, Joe Henry, 1977-81 
Yards Gained Rushing: 
Game -- 271, Sammy Croom vs. Azusa-Pacific, 1972 
Season -- 1177, Sammy Croom, 1972 
Career. -- 2011 , Joe Henry, 1977-81 
Rushing Average: 
Season -- 6.3, Rich Paulson, 1973 (Minimum 50 Carries) 
Career -- 5.8, Sammy Croom, 1972-73 
Passing 
Passes Attempted: 
Game -- 48, Eric Sweet vs. Laverne, 1982 
Season -- 375, Tim Call , 1979 
Career -- 533, Tim Call , 1979-80 
Passes Completed: 
Game -- 26, Tim Call VS. Whittier, 1979 
Season -- 164, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career -- 220, Tim Call, 1979-80 
Yards Gained Passing: 
Game -- 389, Bob Dulich vs . U.S. International U., 1973 
Season -- 2538, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career -- 2826, Eric Sweet, 1981-82 
Touchdown Passes Thrown: 
Game -- 5, Bob Dulich vs. U.S. International U., 1973 
Season -- 21 , Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career -- 23, Jan Chapman, 1958-60 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 
Game -- 4, Several Players 
Season -- 18, Tim Call , 1979, and Eric Sweet, 1982 
Career -- 27, Eric Sweet, 1981-82 
Fewest Passes Intercepted: 
Game -- 0, Several Players 
Season -- 4, Steve Loomis, 1980 (Minimum 100 Attempts) 
Career -- 11, Steve Loomis, 1980-81 (Minimum 200 Attempts) 
Receiving 
Passes Caught: 
Game -- 10, Jeff Morgan vs. St. Mary's, 1979 
Season -- 67, Ernie Yarbrough , 1973 
Career -- 78, Mike Rish , 1980-82 
Yards Pass Receiving: 
Game -- 207, Merle Reed vs. Chino Institute, 1958 
Season -- 1102, Ernie Yarbrough, 1973 
Career -- 1305, Mike Rish, 1980-82 
Touchdown Passes Caught: 
Game -- 3, Merle Reed vs. Chino Institute, 1958 
Season -- 10, Ernie Yarbrough, 1973 
Career -- 13, Mike Rish, 1980-82 
Total Offense 
Yards Gained: 
Game -- 383, Bob Dulich vs. USIU, 1973 
Season -- 2773, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career -- 2818, Joe Henry, 1977-81 
Total Offensive Plays: 
Game -- 54, Bob Dulich vs. Wittenberg, 1973 
Season -- 422, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career -- 559, Jan Chapman, 1958-60 
Scoring 
Most Points: 
Game -- 19, Tom Gates vs. Pepperdine, 1958 
Season -- 96, Rich Paulson, 1973 
Career -- 138, Sammy Croom, 1872-73 
Most Touchdowns: 
Game -- 3, 10 players (Andy Sanchez twice, 1972, & 1973) 
3, 11 players (Terry Franic, 1975) 
Season -- 16, Rich Paulson, 1973 
Career -- 23, Sammy Croom, 1972-73 
16 
Most Field Goals: 
Game -- 4, Robert Lozzi vs. Claremont-McKenna, 1982 
Season -- 11, Robert Lozzi, 1981 & 1982 
Career -- 22, Robert Lozzi, 1981-82 (22 of 39) 
Most Extra Points: 
Game -- 8, Doug Rothrock vs. U.S. International U., 1973 
Season -- 49, Doug Rothrock, 1973 (49 of 58) 
Career -- 62, Doug Rothrock, 1973-74 (62 of 72) 
Most Two-Point Conversions: 
Game -- 2, Tom Gates vs. Idaho State, 1958 
Season -- 3, Jim Gabriel, 1960 
Career -- 3, Jim Gabriel, 1959-61 
Punting 
Most Punts: 
Game -- 12, Joe Amidon vs. U.S. International U., 1974 
Season -- 61, 1975 
Career -- 109, Joe Amidon , 1974-75 
Most Yards Punted: 
Game -- 447, Joe Amidon vs. USIU, 1975 Los Angeles, 1972 
Season -- 2287, Jan Chapman, 1960 
Career -- 4529, Jan Chapman, 1958-60 
Punting Average: 
Game -- 59.4, Vern Valdez vs . Mexico Polytechnic, 1957 
(Minimum 3 punts) 
Season -- 43.8, Jan Chapman, 1958 (Minimum 15 punts) 
Career -- 43.7, Vern Valdez, 1957 (Minimum 30 punts) 
Miscellaneous 
Longest Run From Scrimmage: 
99, Sammy Croom vs. Azusa-Pacific, 1972 (Longest 
in nation) 
Longest Completed Pass: 
89, Bob Dulich to Andy Sanchez vs. Humboldt State, 1973 
Longest Punt Return: 
91, Ed Bunsic vs . Mexico Polytechnic, 1957 
Longest Kickoff Return: 
97-yard touchdown, Earl Robinson vs. Cal State 
Northridge, 1977 
Longest Pass Interception Return: 
100 yards to Chuck Pillon vs. Claremont, 1979 
Longest Punt: 
85 yards by Vern Valdez vs. Mexico Polytechnic, 1957 
Consecutive Point after Touchdown: 
19, Bill Jache, 1972 
Most Passes Intercepted in a Season: 
8, Dan Herbert, 1981 
Consecutive Field Goals: 
6, Robert Lozzi, 1982 
Team Rushing 
(Minimum 9 Game Season for Cumulative Records) 
Most Yards Gained: 
Game -- 462 vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1975 
Season -- 2338 in 1973 
Fewest Yards Gained: 
Game -- 33 vs. U.S. International U., 1974 
Season -- 870 in 1974 
Most Rushes: 
Game -- 65 vs. Loyola University, 1972 
Season -- 535 in 1972 
Fewest Rushes: 
Season -- 413 in 1960 
Passing: 
Most Yards Gained: 
Game -- 390 vs. U.S. International U., 1973 
Season -- 2828 in 1973 (Best in nation) 
Fewest Yards Gained: 
Game -- O vs. Long Beach State, 1961 
Season -- 676 in 1961 
Most Passes Attempted: 
Game -· 48 vs. Laverne, 1982 
Season •· 417 in 1979 
Fewest Passes Attempted: 
Game -· 3 vs . Pomona-Pitzer, 1975 
Season •· 181 in 1973 
Fewest Passes Completed: 
Game -- 0 vs. Long Beach State, 1961 
Season •· 49 in 1961 
Most Touchdown Passes Thrown: 
Game -· 5 vs. U.S. International U., 1973 
Season -· 22 in 1973 
Fewest Touchdown Passes Thrown: 
Game .. O vs. several teams 
Season •· 2 in 1961 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 
Game .. 6 vs . UC Riverside, 1972 
Season •· 23 in 1982 
Fewest Passes Had Intercepted: 
Game •· 0 vs. several teams 
Season •· 6 in 1958 
Best Passing Percentage: 
Season •· .554, 1973 (181 of 327) 
Worst Passing Percentage: 
Season •· .292, 1961 (49 of 168) 
Total Offense 
Most Yards Total Offense: 
Game .. 648 vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1973 
Season .. 5166 in 1973 (Best in nation) 
Fewest Yards Total Offense: 
Game .. 51 vs . San Diego Marines, 1957 
Season •· 2261 in 1961 
Scoring 
Most Points: 
Game •· 69 vs. Cal Tech, 1970 
Season -- 455 in 1973 
Fewest Points: 
Game •· 0 vs . several teams 
Season -· 90 in 1961 
Most Touchdowns: 
Game •· 9 vs. Loyola, 1973 
Season -· 64 in 1973 
Fewest Touchdowns: 
Game •· 0 vs. several teams 
Season -· 14 in 1961 
Most Points After Touchdowns: 
Game .. 8 vs . U.S. International U., 1973 
Season •· 52 in 1973 (51 -one point , 1-lwo point) 
Fewest Points After Touchdowns: 
Game .. 0 vs. several teams 
Season •· 4 in 1961 
Penalties 
Most Penalties: 
Game -- 18 vs . Chino Institute and U. of Mexico, 1957 
Season•· 113 in 1958 
Fewest Penalt ies: 
Game -- 0 vs. UC Riverside , 0 vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1977 
Season •· 54 in 1961 
Most Yards Penalized: 
Game -· 216 vs. USF, 1981 
Season •· 993 in 1958 
Fewest Yards Penalized: 
Game •· O vs. UC Riverside, 1973, O vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1977 
Season -- 515 in 1961 
Miscellaneous 
Most Touchdowns Rushing : 
Season ·· 34 in 1973 
Fewest Touchdowns Rushing : 
Season -· 7 in 1979 
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Rushing Average Per Game: 
Season •· 219.4 in 1958 (2194 yards in 10 games) 
Passing Average Per Game: 
Season -· 235.7 in 1973 (2828 yards in 12 games) (Best in nation) 
Scoring Average Per Game: 
Season -· 37.9 in 1973 (455 points in 12 games) (Best in nation) 
Most First Downs: 
Game -- 29 vs. Colorado Western State, 1958 
Season ·· 259 in 1973 
Fewest First Downs: 
Game •· 7 vs. San Diego Marines, 1957 
Season •· 107 in 1961 
Most Punts: 
Game -- 12 vs. U.S. International U., 1974 
Season -· 86 in 1974 
Most Fumbles: 
Game -- 7 vs. Laverne, 1973 and San Diego Marines and Camp 
Pendleton, 1957, vs. Azusa-Pacific, 1974 
Season -- 42 in 1957 
Fewest Fumbles: 
Game •· 0 vs. several teams 
Season •· 12 in 1960 
Most Fumbles Lost: 
Game -· 6 vs. San Diego Marines, 1957 
Season ·· 18 in 1957 
Fewest Fumbles Lost: 
Game -- 0 vs. several teams 
Season ·· 5 in 1960 
Defensive Records/Rushing 
Fewest Yards Allowed Rushing : 
Game -- 9, vs. Laverne, 1981 
Season •· 800, 1978 
Most Yards Allowed Rushing : 
Game -- 343 vs. Cal State Los Angeles , 1972 
Season •· 1829 in 1973 
Defensive Passing 
Fewest Passes Completed: 
Game -· 0 vs . Laverne College, 1972 
Season •· 61 in 1958 
Most Passes Completed: 
Game -- 26 vs. U.S. lnternatinnal U., 1973 
Season •· 146 in 1973 
Fewest Passes Attempted: 
Game •· 7 vs. New Mexico Western , 1958 
Season •· 154 in 1958 
Most Passes Attempted : 
Game -- 53 vs. U.S. International U., 1973 
Season ·· 325 in 1973 
Most Passes Intercepted : 
Game -- 6 vs. Camp Pendleton, 1957 & USF, 1981 
Season •· 26 in 1981 
Fewest Passes Intercepted: 
Game •· 0 vs. several teams 
Season ·· 9 in 1960 
Total Defense 
Fewest Yards Total Offense All owed: 
Game -- minus 16 vs. Camp Pendleton, 1957 
Season •· 1750 in 1978 
Most Yards Total Offense Allowed : 
Game -- 536 vs . U.S. International U., 1975 
Season •· 3512 in 1974 
Most Points Allowed: 
Game -- 53 by Humbolt State, 1974 
Season -· 306 in 1974 
Fewest Points Allowed: 
Game .. 0 vs . several teams 
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